Student Dining Committee
09/12/2013
Attending: Paula Amols(Director); Rebecca Cashman(Springer/Franklin); Arden Mynatt(Hart); Emily
Buskey(White); Kris Cowan(White)

Paula let the students know that a letter had been sent to Jasmine’s, giving them 30 days to correct
service issues with the sushi, or the contract with them would be terminated. If that happened, there
would likely be a lag period before a new vendor for fresh sushi could be brought in, due to the RFP and
bid process required.
Paula asked for feedback about what students’ experiences and thoughts were, and received the
following responses:
1—a request that chocolate tacos be brought back to Fast Track(Paula has sent that on to Chef
Tim Bruce, who is in charge of Fast Track);
2—a request for spinach at the deli in Winslow. Paula did not think that would be a
problem(she has since sent that request on to Chef Tim);
3—a request for lemons for the tea at Winslow—same response as above;
4—there was some discussion about Rhino Rest Stop. Emily and Kris said many of the residents
in White had some vague knowledge that there was a place in Regents, but didn’t know what
the hours were. Paula let them know the hours were on the dining web site, which according to
the students does get viewed quite a lot for other information. It was suggested that we have a
sign outside, and put up flyers by the elevators(Paula has since checked with Amy Crump, the
supervisor, and she said there is a sign board which is supposed to be out everyday with
information, but will check and make sure the student manager is putting it out. She will also
have our graphics person do up some signs). It was also brought up again that the Regents desk
workers are asking non-residents who come in to leave their ID cards at the desk(Paula has since
been in communication with David Wilson, Housing Director, Cynthia Gayman, and the Regents
RCC President, because it was thought this had been resolved. David reported back that it was a
security measure because once inside, there was open access to a stairwell leading to the
residential area. He would like further discussion about this, but was willing to consider a sign-in
sheet instead);
5—complaint that in the T-Room it was difficult to get cups and lids out of the new dispensers,
and Kris had seen some in another place that might work better. Paula said she would have the
T-Room manager, Kelly Kennedy, explore other options;
6—everyone loves the quesadillas in the T-Room;

7—there was a question about the new reusable cups being sold in T-Room: how do the
cashiers know when someone comes through if it was already purchased? (Paula has since
asked that of Kelly, and was told there wasn’t a system in place and they were relying on the
“honor system”. Paula has told Kelly that’s not sufficient, and cups will be marked on the
bottom with a permanent marker as they are purchased);
8—a complaint/observation that the personal pan pizzas at Winslow aren’t as well made as last
year, and they are taking a long time to produce(Paula has forwarded this on to Tim so that staff
in that area can be re-trained).
Next Meeting: Thursday, Oct. 3rd
Minutes submitted by Paula Amols

